USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 9909.03

 CO_Ross
	<<<<<<<<<<<Mission Summary>>>>>>>>
 The Artemis Crew are in phase II of a Holo simulation for training, the Artemis is in orbit of Vatan IV on a rescue mission of 12 terraformers who had been taken prisoner/hostage by possibly the Breen, the Artemis is tasked with the rescue of the Terraformers. There are Transporter Inhibitors and Sensor scramblers on the planet, The Artemis' shuttle bay door was welded shut during a skirmish with a Breen batte cruiser...
 CO_Ross
	<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Holo Training>>>>
 XOBryant
::Looks around at all the members of the Away Team to make sure that they are suited up and prepared to go before stepping up on to the transporter pad::
 CO{Cap}
::on bridge::
 SO_Donovn
::in transporter room with XO::
 FCO_Joe
::at the helm::
 XOBryant
*CO* sir away team ready to energize at your command.
 CTO_Gore
	::scans for the incoming ship at tactical::
 CO{Cap}
*XO* Is your team ready for the paradrop?
 CNS_Sodak
::Monitors crew::
 CSO_McMer
::At science console, looking up from deep thinking over to CO(Cap)::
 XOBryant
All : Yikes!!!
 Thot_Hurn
@<Breen patrols>: Be on full alert for possible rescue attempt.
 OPSKayan
::working at console rerouting problems and taking in statis reports::
 XOBryant
*CO* Yes sir
 CO{Cap}
*XO* Then get on the transporter pad, we're ready to enter the atmosphere to get the best drop transport
 CO{Cap}
FCO: Take us into the atmosphere
 CSO_McMer
CO: I've scanned the planet for wind patterns and have passed it to the AT.
 FCO_Joe
CO: Aye sir
 FCO_Joe
::moves into the atmosphere::
 Thot_Hurn
@<Breen Patrols>Thot: Yes sir.
 CO{Cap}
CSO: Pass that data to the FCO as well
 CTO_Gore
CO: Sir...those incoming breen ships are not on Long range sensors yet...sir i suggest we hide the artemis in the planets magnetic pole while we're out of their scanning range...the breen will think we've retreated

 XOBryant
::looks around and wonders just where the captain thought he was standing? IN the Bar maybe? Tries not to say anything about those simulated pips softening a brain and just grumbles:::::: *CO* Aye sir.
 CO{Cap}
*All Decks* Attention All decks, Blue alert, brace for entry
 SO_Donovn
::checks gear one more time::
 CSO_McMer
CO: Aye sir. ::Pushing the buttons to pass the data to the FCO::
 FCO_Joe
::takes data from CSO::
 CNS_Sodak
	::Bracing::
 FCO_Joe
::programs the data to the helm controls::
 Thot_Hurn
@::places mining facility on full alert::
 OPSKayan
CTO: the problem with going in at the poles is it interferes with weather patterns... namely wind patterns
 FCO_Joe
::brings the ship to a stop::
 MO_Ianden
::gets sickbay ready for injuries::
 CO{Cap}
*Transporter Room* Bridge to transporter room, energize
 CTO_Gore
OPS: But that wouldn't effect the paradrop would it? i mean they're on another area on the planet...or would it?
 XOBryant
::Dematerializes on the transporter pad::
 SO_Donovn
::dematerializes::
 CO{Cap}
FCO: once they are dropping get us out of the atmosphere and plug in evasive maneuvers
 CO{Cap}
FCO: I want to be ready when we are attacked
 FCO_Joe
CO: Understood
 CSO_McMer
::keeping an eye on the wind patterns::
 SO_Donovn
	::checks altimeter pulls rip cord::
 CNS_Sodak
::To self::: I'm guessing we got the Breen's attention now
 FCO_Joe
CO: I'll try taking us on the side of the planet, see if we can get the jump them
 XOBryant
	:::Lets himself fall to 500 feet and pulls the ripcord:::::
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Captain the Breen ships have entered scanning range
CSO_McMer says:
::Turning my attention to scans of the system, looking for places to hide, or of tactical advantage::
CTO_Gore says:
::checks his scanners::
FCO_Joe says:
::moves to the other side of the planet::
SO_Donovn says:
::thinks this isn't so bad ::
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: be ready
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Aye sir, weapons and shields are ready
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Helm ready
OPSKayan says:
::running hands along console, keeping track of the AT::
Thot_Hurn says:
@<Breen OPS>Thot: Sir we're picking up something in Zone 12 but too faint to identify.
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Captain...i'm reading 12 large Breen ships and 3 scouting vessels!
CO{Cap} says:
*CEO* Bridge to Engineering, how are the repairs coming along
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: 12!
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: Are you sure that reading is correct?
CTO_Gore says:
CO: yes sir
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: I hate to state the obvious, but the Breen are rather angry
Thot_Hurn says:
@<Breen Patrol 2>: Investigate a faint signal just north of you.
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: My scans show nothing to get in the way of any fancy maneuvers, other than the planet...
FCO_Joe says:
::tries to calm his nerves::
CO{Cap} says:
OPS: How far away are the nearest Starfleet ships?
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Maybe we can hide behind this planets moon..it's made of an iron ore sir
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Understood
BreenPat says:
@<Thot>: Yes sir heading there now.
MO_Ianden says:
::Thinks wow soon this simulation will probably come to a quick end::
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: how will that affect our ability to beam the AT up once the inhibitors have been taken offline?
BreenPat says:
@<Team>: Stay alert and follow me set weapons on kill.
CTO_Gore says:
CO: I'm not sure sir...but when the AT is ready to beam up we can make a break for the planet, beam them up and get out fast...
CO{Cap} says:
*XO* Artemis to Away team, we've got company coming, try and be quick about it will ya?
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Have they spotted us?
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: Good suggestion
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: Take us to the moon, I want to keep the Breen looking for us as long as possible
BreenPat says:
@<Team>: Spread out 3 by 3 cover formation.
CSO_McMer says:
::Shrugging:: FCO: I don't have anything on that. Maybe the CTO does?
OPSKayan says:
::adjusts comm system for any incoming transmissions::
XOBryant says:
@*CO* aye sir, I kind of figured that I would take the opportunity to get in some sun bathing while I was here but I will make sure and hurry now! ::::Can't help but grin:::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Aye sir
FCO_Joe says:
::heads for the moon as fast as he can::
CO{Cap} says:
*XO* Oh Ha Ha, let's just say you guys are safer hurtling through the atmosphere then we are with 12 Breen warships and 3 Breen scout ships on their way
BreenPat says:
@::moves slowly to area of the faint signal::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Sir, I got an idea
MO_Ianden says:
::Good god this is going to kill me in the long term::
CSO_McMer says:
::Adjusting scan pattern to the Breen ships::
CTO_Gore says:
CO: I'm not sure if the moon alone is enough to hide us...we may have to power down the ship to avoid detection sir.
CNS_Sodak says:
::Telepathically monitoring crew::
CO{Cap} says:
::tries to remind himself that the XO is really his superior officer, despite the roll in the simulation::
CO_Ross says:
ACTION:  AT Arrives 1000 meters off center of the Mining Facility, no injuries in the jump
SO_Donovn says:
::lands on the surface looks for the others::
XOBryant says:
@:::Looks around as he makes a perfect landing on the planet and unslings his Phaser rifle and pulls out a tricorder pinpointing the position of all the transport inhibitors and then assigning each to a man, at the same time scanning for the position of the terraformers::::
MO_Ianden says:
::murmurs dozens of Platitudes to himself::
CSO_McMer says:
::Maintaining passive scans::
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: Let's here it
BreenPat says:
@<Team>::whispers:: I See them sir.
CMO_Senn says:
@::gets her transport inhibitor and pulls out her tricorder::
CO_Ross says:
ACTION:  Sensor Scramblers in effect, AT's tricorders are inop, AT will need the ships sensors to guide
BreenPat says:
@::team moves to flank the new visitors::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: We could our main deflector to make false warp signatures for the Breen to follow, keep them off our backs for a while
OPSKayan says:
::monitors Breen intership communications of positions.  Sends the data to the CTO::
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: How effective do you think that would be?
CNS_Sodak says:
::Trying to sense the terra formers::
CTO_Gore says:
::Nods to Kayan and looks over the data::
BreenPat says:
@::team positions itself defensively:: <Team>: Fire when you have a shot.
XOBryant says:
@::Grins and thinks about Captain Ross grinning to himself somewhere right then and remembers to make sure that he finds some Rigilean fleas to set loose in his quarters while they are at the starbase:::::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Like I said, to keep them busy long enough, so we can the AT and get out in one piece
CMO_Senn says:
@XO: Tricorders are inoperational... narrows her eyes while looking around::
CO_Ross says:
ACTION:  Transporter Inhibitors in area, keep AT from beaming out
MO_Ianden says:
::takes his hypo spray and beats it against the table::Nothing to do,....hmmm::sighs:: as the hypo..::Tap,tap,tap,tap,tap,tap,tap,::on and on the constant tapping, for ever thwapping::
BreenPat says:
@::Patrol starts to fire on the AT::
XOBryant says:
@:::Motions at the team to take up a skirmish line and motions for the to head towards the terraformers camp::::
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: What about sending out a sensor instead, programmed to mimic our trail.  Send it away from the system?
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: good idea.
XOBryant says:
::Dives for Cover::::
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Good thinking
SO_Donovn says:
::takes cover::
Host Ens_Dumb says:
::walks into sickbay:: All : Errr.. excuse me?
BreenPat says:
@<Thot> Sir we found them need reinforcements now.
CO_Ross says:
ACTION: Disrupter fire explodes all around the AT
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Would you prefer if we sent the probe instead?
CMO_Senn says:
@::dives and rolls while wondering what did she do with her phaser::
XOBryant says:
@CMO: Yeah I noticed Nayla!::::takes a shot back at the source of the Breen disruptor fire::::
Host Ens_Dumb says:
::notices the MO:: MO : Could you help me?
CO{Cap} says:
CSO, FCO: both good ideas, and if you can properly mask the probe it would be a good idea, but I need both of you at your posts
CO{Cap} says:
SO: modify a probe to mask our warp signature
OPSKayan says:
::taps her fingers along console in frustration at not being able to keep a lock on the AT::
BreenPat says:
@<Thot>:Patrol: on their way hold them off until they get there.
SO_Donovn says:
::takes phaser and fire at Breen::
Host Ens_Dumb says:
:moves closer and passes his hand over the MO's face:: MO : HELLO???
CSO_McMer says:
CO: We'll just have an EO/SO tech team go program the probe.
CMO_Senn says:
@XO: You all right? ::watches the sec team start securing the perimeter and calms down a bit::
BreenPat says:
@:: continues the shoot to the AT::
MO_Ianden says:
Ens. Dumb: what would you like. ::Sill tapping the hypo on and on::
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Sir, i am detecting disruptor fire at the Away Teams position
Host Ens_Dumb says:
MO : Finally you waked up.. I'm having this pain.. Here, see? ::points to a region in his lower back:: It's killing me..
CO{Cap} says:
CSO: Get a team on it, but monitor from the bridge, I want to make sure you are at those sensors
XOBryant says:
@:::;boosts the power on his Phaser rifle and starts vaporizing parts of the planet that the Breen are trying to hide behind:::::CMO: Oh yeah, just peachy?  Hey would you like to go out to dinner if we ever make it out of this?
CO_Ross says:
ACTION:  SO Donovan is hit by a disrupter, minor wound to the left leg
CSO_McMer says:
::"Calling" for a team to program a probe from the virtual crew in the sim::  CO: Aye Sir.
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: Do you have an ETA on the bad guys?
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Have them attach a little message on the probe to provide a more tempting target
SO_Donovn says:
::my leg medic::
BreenPat says:
@::Thot moves the prisoners to a secure location deep inside the mines::
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: What did you have in mind?
SO_Donovn says:
@XO:i've been hit sir
CMO_Senn says:
@::finds her phaser and sets it to vaporize... it's a holosim after all, she can kill and not feel guilt:: XO: Might be a nice idea... I'd love to ::fires over the XO's head and smiles:: Score.
Host Ens_Dumb says:
MO : Well.. Aren't you going o help me?
BreenPat says:
@::some of the patrol moves to a better position and starts to fire again::
MO_Ianden says:
Mr. Dumb:  Does this hurt.::Presses on where the pain is::
MO_Ianden says:
Mr Dumb: where?
Host Ens_Dumb says:
MO : Hmmm.. nope..
CMO_Senn says:
@::dashes over to Donovan:: XO: Cover me!
Host Ens_Dumb says:
MO : Tell me doctor.. Am i going to die?
CO_Ross says:
ACTION:  The Breen patrol is neutralized
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Captain..from monitoring Breen comm activity i'd say they are less the 2 light years away
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: ::just have the probe have a false message saying we made weapon to destroy them easily, and that the message is for SFC
XOBryant says:
@:::ducks and grins and picks out another rock hidden Breen that needs a temperature adjustment.... to about 2000 degrees, and fires covering the doc as she heads for the SO:::::
MO_Ianden says:
::Tells the hologram no it is not going to die and hands it some holo medication::
CMO_Senn says:
@::scans Donovan:: SO: You are fine.... if you were to be injured in a holo, I'd be getting out of here and murdering the Captain.
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: I think maybe a general distress call, mimicking helplessness might be better.
CTO_Gore says:
CO: I strongly suggest powering down the ship to help avoid detecting..shields and weapons won't make a difference anyway against 15 ships...
Host Ens_Dumb says:
MO : But.. But.. I also have this pain in.. In my eye.. Yeah.. that's it.. my eye.. You're not going to send my off are you?
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Maybe
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, your call?  A message or not?  And if so, which message?
SO_Donovn says:
@CMO: I think it's minor anyway
Thot_Hurn says:
@COM: Breen Battlefleet: We are being attacked by Federation forces please hurry.
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: good point
MO_Ianden says:
::Hands the now so annoying hologram more holo medication::
CO{Cap} says:
OPS: Power down all non-essential systems
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: The good news is the Terra formers are not SERIOUSLY hurt.....I would have sensed their pain by now.
FCO_Joe says:
::moves across the enemy fleet::
Host Ens_Dumb says:
MO : That's it? You're not going to scan me or anything? You.. You refusing to help out your fellow crewmember? that it?
XOBryant says:
@:::Motions for the skirmish line to move forward and envelope the Breen patrol shooting as they go in an attempt to reach the Terraformers.:::::
CMO_Senn says:
@SO: I think you bumped against something... not even the safeties can avoid that. Let's get moving, I'll take the bruise out once this is over.
Thot_Hurn says:
@::activates the minefield perimeter around the base:: <patrols>: Defense perimeter activated , pull back to the base.
CO{Cap} says:
OPS: be sure to keep some sensors and be able to power up again at a moment's notice
MO_Ianden says:
Mr Dumb: I can tell what you have just by what you tell me but...::Scans the hologram::
Breen says:
@COM: Thot Hurn: Commander, we are increasing speed, eta 25 minutes, have full Battlegroup, standby
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: What's the ETA on the 15 ships?
SO_Donovn says:
@CMO: thanks.
Host Ens_Dumb says:
MO : And.. Don't..Don't forget my leg.. I was shot there a few months ago..
Thot_Hurn says:
@::standby? 25 minutes? great::
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Breen comm activity suggest they will be here in 25 minutes...i think
CSO_McMer says:
::Seeing how busy the CO is, calls down to EO/SO team and ensures probe is programmed with a distress call set to go off after a several minute delay::
SO_Donovn says:
::shakes off the wound and heads for the front::
CSO_McMer says:
::Also ensuring the probe will put off as much of the Artemis' normal signatures to the Breen scans as is possible::
Thot_Hurn says:
@::grabs his disrupter rifle and heads where the prisoners were moved::
XOBryant says:
@::::Jumps over a rock and blasts the last of the Breen before motioning for the Away team to follow him as he jogs towards the compound:::: All: come on we need to hurry, it could get really crowded down here if all those Breen get here.
MO_Ianden says:
::scans the leg of the hologram::
Breen says:
ACTION: Two Breen warship divert toward the Artemis Probe
CMO_Senn says:
@::gets moving over after the XO:: XO: What was that... ::sees the last of the Breen disappear:: never mind...
SO_Donovn says:
::follows the XO::
FCO_Joe says:
::watches the Breen go after the probe::
Breen says:
ACTION:  Perimeter Mines explode outside the compound
CMO_Senn says:
@::falls to the floor as the expansive wave hits her::
XOBryant says:
@::::Gets knocked unconscious and on his butt by the explosions::::::
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Looks like two of the Breen are going for the probe.  Any ideas for the rest?
Thot_Hurn says:
@::gets to the prisoners:: Prisoners: There seems to be a rescue attempt for you::hears the mines explode:: That would be them.
Breen says:
ACTION:  The Bynar's link begins to degrade onboard the Artemis
SO_Donovn says:
::hits the ground::
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: dang...only 2 went for it?  hmm....I'm not sure what else we can risk trying without being detected...
SO_Donovn says:
@::looks to see if everyone is still in one piece::
CMO_Senn says:
@::rubs her elbows and tries to stand:: AT: Everyone ok?
Host Ens_Dumb says:
ACTION : Cap and Caq fall to the floor.. It seems a EMP pulse is coming from the surface.. Enough to degrade the CO's link
CNS_Sodak says:
::mutters to himself::
OPSKayan says:
::turns around at the thud, gets up to assist Cap & Caq::
Breen says:
ACTION:  CO Cap falls unconscious
TO_Pete says:
::steps out of Turbolift::
Thot_Hurn says:
@::pulls out a remote and activates the personal explosive devices implanted in each of the prisoners::
CTO_Gore says:
*MO_landen* Medical emergency on the bridge...
TO_Pete says:
CTO: I realigned the phaser couplings on the lower decks, sir
FCO_Joe says:
::sees the CO's on the floor::
CSO_McMer says:
::Seeing the CO fall:: *MO*: Medical emergency on bridge.  The CO's down.
MO_Ianden says:
Mr Dumb: sorry I must be leaving
OPSKayan says:
::runs a scan over them while waiting for the doctor::
CMO_Senn says:
@::starts firing against the floor, and another mines start going off:: XO: Commander?
MO_Ianden says:
::Runs out of sickbay with a med team::
Host Ens_Dumb says:
::shurgs: Oh sure. Leave me alone hurting like this..
CTO_Gore says:
TO: Great
CSO_McMer says:
*MO*: Note, do NOT use the transporters.
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: I think a transport would give away our position.
CMO_Senn says:
@SO: Can you go forwards... with the sec team? ::takes her medical tricorder out and starts scanning the XO::
MO_Ianden says:
::Enters the bridge::
Breen says:
ACTION: Breen battlegroup enters the Vatan System
MO_Ianden says:
CSO: what’s the problem? sir
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking around the bridge.  Oooopps. Here we go again. I'm senior on the bridge!::
SO_Donovn says:
@CMO:yes
TO_Pete says:
::stands behind the CTO, watching as he taps the panel::
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: Yes, too risky...sir those Breen ships have entered the sytem....
Thot_Hurn says:
@::takes up defensive position for the AT::
CSO_McMer says:
MO: The CO has collapsed.
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: What are the Breen doing?  Think they know where we are?
MO_Ianden says:
::pulls out a tricorder and starts to check the CO::
CMO_Senn says:
@SO: Please stay in contact, and save those people.
Thot_Hurn says:
@Patrols: Fight until no one is left standing.
CSO_McMer says:
::Shutting command functions over to the Science station::
SO_Donovn says:
::follows sec team to the compound::
OPSKayan says:
::realizes that the Bynars' collapse is part of the sim and steps back to allow the MO to handle things::
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Taking evasive maneuvers
Breen says:
ACTION:  The Breen have all entered the Mining facility and using it for cover
CMO_Senn says:
@::wonders what is wrong with Bryant?::
Thot_Hurn says:
@:: pulls out another remote and arms the explosive devices located in the mines themselves::
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: It's hard to say sir, i recommend we completely power down the ship....
OPSKayan says:
::looks at Jason before returning to her seat::
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: I thought we were trying to hide.  Cease maneuvers.
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Aye
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Where is a good place to hide?
MO_Ianden says:
::Lifts one of the Bynars over his back and lets the other nurses carry the other Bynar, hurries out of the bridge::
Breen says:
ACTION:  The XO's injury is superficial, he regains his senses
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: Currently we are behind the planet's moon....all i can suggest is we pull in closer to it and hold position
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Any chance of hiding in a moon terrain feature?
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: Keep us positioned with the moon between us and the Breen.
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: terrain feature?
FCO_Joe says:
CSO: Understood
MO_Ianden says:
::Puts the CO on the bio table and gives them both a Hypo, that should wake them up and help them::
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Yes,  A large cave,  or a gorge.... or.... whatever....
SO_Donovn says:
@::stops outside the compound::
CSO_McMer says:
OPS: Any status on the Away Team?
CTO_Gore says:
TO: Ensign Buonomo, monitor the comm activity of the Breen ships.
CO{Cap} says:
::wakes up:: MO: What happened?
XOBryant says:
@::::Sits up::::CMO: what happened?
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Good idea.
TO_Pete says:
CTO: aye sir ::steps up to panel along with the CTO::
CO{Cap} says:
MO: never mind, I'll find out later, I've got to bet back to the bridge
MO_Ianden says:
CO: no time, I’ll tell you later, the Breen have just entered the system
CO{Cap} says:
::exits sickbay and heads to the bridge::
CMO_Senn says:
@::smiles:: XO: Shockwave got you... there is a safe path to the mine complex though, Donovan and the sec team are going that way... shall we join them? ::extends hand::
OPSKayan says:
CSO:  No sir... still the interference from the planet.
CO{Cap} says:
::enters bridge:: All: Status report
Thot_Hurn says:
@*AT*: This is Thot Hurn of the Breen do you read.
CSO_McMer says:
OPS: OK, that indicates they haven't completed their mission yet.
XOBryant says:
@CMO: Wouldn't like to do anything better!
FCO_Joe says:
CO: We're still holding position in the moon's atmosphere
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: and the Breen?
XOBryant says:
:@::::Jumps up and runs after the rest of the team checking the Charge on his phaser:::::
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, we are positioned keeping the moon between us and the Breen, attempting to be totally passive.  No news from the AT.
OPSKayan says:
::not sure she would go with that logic, but not sure she would not either::
CO{Cap} says:
CSO: what's the status on that probe you were going to launch?
CSO_McMer says:
CO: I will return command functions to the CO chair.
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Captain, i'm detecting several large craters on that moon that the Artemis could take a low position over
CMO_Senn says:
@XO: What person in their right mind can be named Thot Hurn? And I wonder... what does he want to talk to us about?
TO_Pete says:
::taps panel, monitoring the Breen ship's communication very closely::
CSO_McMer says:
CO: The probe was launched and two Breen ships have followed it.
FCO_Joe says:
CO: There's a large fleet here
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: No good, I don't want to land on the moon, takes too long to get out of it
Thot_Hurn says:
@*Federation AT*: This is Thot Hurn of the Breen , I will release the prisoners if I am allowed to leave with the fleet.
XOBryant says:
@*Thot hurn* Ok all you have to do is come out of there with your hands in the air, and no weapons and you can leave.
CTO_Gore says:
CO: We wouldn't have to land sir, just hover down within the crater would provide an effect sensor screen from the Breen
CMO_Senn says:
@::grabs the XO's arm:: XO: Are you going to let him go just like that?
XOBryant says:
@*Thot Hurn* after you disable the transport inhibitors......
CO{Cap} says:
OPS: does this moon have an atmosphere?
XOBryant says:
@CMO: nope and I don't think he's gonna leave just like that he's stalling for time, continue the assault.
CSO_McMer says:
::Returning to watching the passive sensor data::
Thot_Hurn says:
@*XO*:No I will send them out then I will leave!!
OPSKayan says:
::staring at the console she remembers a trick her cousin taught her and taps in a few commands::
CMO_Senn says:
@::frowns at hearing the Breen::
Thot_Hurn says:
@::sends the prisoners outside::
CO{Cap} says:
OPS!
XOBryant says:
@*Thot Hurn* Ok send them out and we will hold our fire.
CMO_Senn says:
@::signals to the prisoners to approach them, and starts scanning them::
SO_Donovn says:
@::holds position::
XOBryant says:
@CMO: get them behind cover quickly!
Thot_Hurn says:
@::disables the inhibitors::COM: Breen Fleet: This is Thot Hurn, One to beam up.
FCO_Joe says:
::holds position in the moon::
OPSKayan says:
CO:  Message coming from the planet
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sensors indicate the transport inhibitors are gone.
CO{Cap} says:
OPS: Audio or visual?
OPSKayan says:
CO:  It is to the Breen fleet...  audio sir.
Breen says:
ACTION:  The Breen are beamed up to the Battlegroup
XOBryant says:
@:::Notices the inhibitors go offline on his tricorder::::*CO* sir we have the hostages and the inhibitors are disabled, we could really use a ride if you aren't too busy!
CO{Cap} says:
OPS: on speakers
Thot_Hurn says:
@::arrives on board::
CO{Cap} says:
*XO* on our way commander
CNS_Sodak says:
::Concentrates on AT::
OPSKayan says:
CO:  I have a lock on the team sir
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: Get us over there, CTO: when we are there drop shields long enough to beam them up, OPS: as soon as the shields are dropped beam them up
Thot_Hurn says:
@::sets all explosives for 30 seconds::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Aye sir
FCO_Joe says:
::heads for the planet::
CTO_Gore says:
::Powers weapons to full::
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: Get us over there, CTO: when we are there drop shields long enough to beam them up, OPS: as soon as the shields are dropped beam them up, CTO: when they are aboard raise shields
CTO_Gore says:
OPS: Shields are down, transport is yours
OPSKayan says:
CO:  aye sir
Holo_Comp says:
ACTION:  Breen battlegroup goes to battle ready, but takes no aggressive action
CSO_McMer says:
::Scanning for our escape path::
OPSKayan Transports AT and miners (Transporter.wav)
FCO_Joe says:
::looks for a way out of the system::
CTO_Gore says:
::raises the shields::
Thot_Hurn says:
@Self: This is too good.:: sets personnel explosives and mine explosives for 30 seconds till detonation::
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: Get us out of here, NOW!
SO_Donovn says:
@::dematerializes from planet::
FCO_Joe says:
::engages warp drive::
OPSKayan says:
CO:  Sir, transport successful.  We have them all.
Holo_Comp says:
ACTION:  Mining Facility is destroyed in a blaze
CO{Cap} says:
OPS: good
FCO_Joe says:
CO: We
TO_Pete says:
::tenses, expecting to be attacked by a Breen warship any minute::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: We're out of the system
Holo_Comp says:
ACTION: Breen battlegroup returns to Breen Space
CO{Cap} says:
FCO: excellent
Holo_Comp says:
ACTION:  Holosimulation ends
CO{Cap} says:
CTO: Take us to condition green
CNS_Sodak says:
All: Phew
TO_Pete says:
::breathes a sigh of relief, as this holosim is over as a success::
CSO_McMer says:
::Checking to ensure Ens Donovan is still in one piece::
FCO_Joe says:
::hears a couple sighs of reilef from everyone::
XOBryant says:
::::Leans back against a wall and smiles at the rest of the Away team::: AT: good job all!
OPSKayan says:
::leans back in chair and looks around, then stands as the sim ends::
OPS{Cap} says:
::falls down on his butt as the simulation ends while he was sitting in a chair::
CTO_Gore says:
::Watches the bridge disappear into the hologrid::
CSO_McMer says:
::Looks over at Kayan, and raises one eyebrow::
SO_Donovn says:
::glad to know it was all a holosim::
MO_Ianden says:
:::ack!!!!!!!!::
FCO_Joe says:
::sees the HD wall instead of a viewscreen::
CO_Ross says:
::Ross meets everyone in the corridor:: ALL Report to the Briefing Room everyone, I will see you there presently, and Good job!
OPSKayan says:
::smiles over at Jason with a shrug of her shoulders::
OPS{Cap} says:
Self: ouch
FCO_Joe says:
::walks out of the HD::
XOBryant says:
:::heads for the briefing room, really wanting to go take a shower instead.::::::
OPS{Cap} says:
::gets up and walks out to go to the bridge for post briefing::
OPSKayan says:
::heads over to him to walk with him to the briefing room::
TO_Pete says:
::smiles as he catches up with the CTO and walks out of the holodeck::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Heads for Briefing Room::
CSO_McMer says:
::Walks over to Kayan:: Kayan: Shall we go to the briefing room?
FCO_Joe says:
::heads for Briefing Room::
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks to the briefing room, happy about the success::
SO_Donovn says:
::heads for BR::
CO_Ross says:
::Walks with XO and begins discussing the training sim::
OPSKayan says:
::shakes her head at him and smiles as she walks along with him::
TO_Pete says:
::stops next to the CTO:: CTO: glad we got that one right sir ::smiles::
CMO_Senn says:
::exits the holodeck and wonders if anyone will note her absence from the briefing room... ::
OPS{Cap} says:
::enters the briefing room::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters Briefing Room::
FCO_Joe says:
::enters briefing room::
SO_Donovn says:
::enters the BR::
Sergio_ says:
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